Spectragryph optical spectroscopy software
comparative advertising, taken from user statements :)
„I have been advertising (with my colleagues)
that I think this is a better solution than Omnic
especially for our needs “

„Your software is just miles better that
OceanView. So much easier and it does what I
want not what it wants.“

„I’ve been using your software for the past
month or so and am really impressed. It is
significantly better than Thermo’s GRAMS
which I was using before.“

„Thank you very much for developing this really
nice software. I gave it a go as Oceanview is lets
say less than impeccable when it comes to
spectra processing. “

„I am looking for new software to analyze our
spectra because the Thorlabs software is
horrible and it never works. “

„A good analysis tool such as Spectragryph is
indispensable for me, especially since the
spectrometers of choice in the university lab are
all of the Shimadzu brand - affordable and
robust equipment, but with very unfriendly and
unattractive user interface and export style for
data. Spectragryph provides a much better
alternative to the original software. “

„I find your software excellent for spectra
export. Previously I used R software, but your
way is more elegant.“
„I am a PhD student working mainly with FTIR,
Raman and XRF and liked very much using your
software as it is amazingly helpful and better
than many many other open-source software“

„I must admire that your software can do
baseline correction way more better than
OMNIC. “
„when I used it first time after using many days
of opus software I became fan of this software.
its really better than the opus software in terms
of handling and user interface. it have some
extra features also that not in the opus “

„I would like to thank you for developing
Spectragryph which really makes an excellent
alternative for many softwares like Spectrum,
UV probe, Opus, Labspec , GRAMS and many
other softwares. “
„I wanted to thank you for your awesome
software, there is no competition between your
software and the software of other people, even
Jasco suite spectra manager with spectra analysis isn't as intuitive and powerful as your
software. “

„At the moment, I am carrying out a project on Raman spectroscopy of aged polymers. However, the
included software for the spectrometer (provided by Anton Paar) is rather unsatisfactory (e.g. can't
integrate et cetera). So I found out about your software and am very pleased with it. “
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